We are given a C00 immersion i: N -» (M.( )), and p e N is a point where N^ n TpN is one-dimensional. We have shown that there is a tensor DL: TpN X T N X Radp -» R intrinsic to (N,i*( )) which determines an extrinsicfeature of the immersion. The purpose of this paper is to show that II controls the following two intrinsic properties. First, II determines which pairs of vector fields X, Y on N have the property that intrinsic covariant derivative VXY extends smoothly to all of A'. Second, given a curve in N containing p, II determines which parallel vector fields along the curve extend smoothly through p. As an application we locally characterize product and flat metric singularities. This paper is a sequel to [4] and assumes the reader is familiar with Propositions 1-5 which appear there. We were given a C°° immersions i: N -» (M,( )) of smooth manifolds with dimension n and m respectively. M carries a smooth nondegenerate pseudo-Riemannian metric and p e N is a point where N -1 n T N is one-dimensional. That is, /*( ) has rank n -1. (Recall that any compact hypersurface of a Lorentzian vector space must have such a point.) In [4] we showed that there is a tensor 11^: TpN X TpN X Rad^ -» R intrinsic to (TV, i*{ )) which determines an extrinsic feature of the immersion. The purpose of this paper is to show that II controls the following two intrinsic properties. First (Theorem 6) II determines which pairs of vector fields X, Y on N have the property that intrinsic covariant derivative V^ extends smoothly to all of N. Second (Theorem 7) given a curve in N containing p, II determines which parallel vector fields along the curve extend smoothly through p. Theorem 6 follows directly from geometric considerations. The proof of Theorem 7 reduces to the qualitative theory of normally hyperbolic vector fields (see the appendix and [2]). As an application of Theorem 7 we locally characterize product and flat metric singularities (Theorems 8 and 9). We close with three simple examples.
of codimension one. So the singular locus S c N is a codimension one submanifold. At a point p in S we have the radical subspace, Radp of TpN. It is the one-dimensional subspace which is ( ) -orthogonal to all of T N. (R e Rad will denote an arbitrary element of this subspace.) The dual connection of (N, ( )) and the Levi-Civita connection of (N -S, ( )) will be denoted by D and V respectively. Recall that the dual connection of iN, ( )) is a weakened version of the classical Levi-Civita connection. It is defined at all points of N. It differs from the classical Levi-Civita connection in that it takes values in the 1-forms on N rather than vector fields. If the radical is everywhere transverse to S then the induced metric on S is nondegenerate. In this case sv will denote its Levi-Citiva connection. Proof. We will need the following lemma which is a simple adaptation of the Gram-Schmidt algorithm. Its proof is omitted.
Lemma 6.1. Given (N, ( )) with ( ) of type (r,s), r + s = n -1, and e1,...,en a local C°° frame at p with en{p)c Rad^, then there exists a local Cx frame flt ...,/" such that span(el5.. .,e¡) = span(/l5...,/)) for 1 < i < n and ( ) is represented by We will refer to such a frame as a radical adapted orthonormal frame. Proof of Proposition 6. Let e1,...,en be a local orthonormal radical adapted frame at p. It is clear that all (V XY, e¡) = DxY(e¡) are smooth. Now, VXY=Y,±(vxY,e,)e,+ ^£^en.
By transversality, the germ of (en,en) is a generator for the maximal ideal of the ring of germs at p. Hence, by an elementary division theorem, the last term extends smoothly if and only if (V^F, en) = DxY(en) vanishes over S. Since en spans Rad over 5 we are finished. We now turn to the central result of this paper. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1. // (N, ( »rfi pS(r,s) of codimension one then the orthogonal complement of Radp relative to 11^ , , R) is TpS.
Proof. Choose a local radical adapated frame and w e TpS. Then 0 = wp(e", e") = II (»v, R, R). So T S lies in the orthogonal complement of Rad^,. Now Proposition 4 of [4] implies that it can be no larger.
Proof of Theorem 7. By the above lemma the subspaces IIx (c) and Rad^, split TpN. Thus we may construct a radical adapted orthonormal frame e^t) ■ ■ ■ en{t) along the curve c with ex ■ ■ • e"_t(0) spanning II ^(c). We may write (D/dt)e¡ = djjej where all the a¡j(t) are smooth except ann = \2ten(en)/{en,en).
But because
II^c, R, R) * 0, t ■ ann(t) = bit) extends smoothly to t = 0 with b(0) = \. (This is the key observation and is a consequence of the accumulated transversality assumptions on the metric and curve.) We now view the o.d.e. for the parallel vector field P as a vector field with "pole" X, defined on c*TN the pullback of the tangent bundle of N to the curve. Via the frame e¡ we may identify X with 3/ -E".x,a,y(i)9*, on R" X (-e, e). We remove the "pole" in X by considering t ■ X which is smooth and vanishes exactly on the locus {(x, t) \x" = 0 and / = 0}. This locus identifies with II x (c), so that v e II x (c) corresponds to a rest point of t ■ X. The endomorphism associated to t ■ X at such a rest point may be identified with the (n + 1) X (n + 1) matrix,
on the tangent space to R" X (-1,1). Thus t • X is a normally hyperbolic vector field (see the appendix). By the fundamental theorem of normally hyperbolic invariant manifolds we have for each rest point v of tX, unique smooth 1-dimensional stable and unstable manifolds which intersect at the given rest point. The span of their tangent spaces at the intersection is transverse to the locus of rest points. The stable manifold suitably parametrized corresponds to the desired parallel vector field P(t) along c. The following two-dimensional illustrations provide some geometric intuition for the above. Recall that X, hence tX, must be tangent to the various sphere bundles over the curve, and that the spheres, {v G T N |(i),i))=c,ceR) change topological structure as q passes through S. See Figure 1 . We visualize the spheres in Tc(l)N as shown in Figure 2 . So a sphere bundle in c*TN may be visualized as in Figure 3 and the trajectories of t ■ X which lie on a sphere bundle as in Figure 4 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Applications. As an application of the above theorem consider the following analogy to the local de Rham decomposition encountered in nonsingular differential geometry. The proof is essentially a modification of the classical argument (compare Kobayashi, Nomizu, V. 1, p. 183). We say a distribution of r-planes is parallel along a curve if any parallel vector field along the curve initially tangent to the distribution remains tangent.
Theorem 8. // (N, ( ))c\\ pS(r,s) admits a smooth n -1 distribution W which is C00 parallel along every curve transverse to the singular locus, then N is locally isometric to the product of S in its induced nonsingular (r,s) metric with a one-dimensional transverse metric singularity.
Proof of Theorem 8. First we show that Wq = TqS for all q in S and that the radical must be transverse. First W = II± (c) for all c transverse to S, whence for all c by continuity. Hence Uq( , R, R) vanishes on Wq. Thus by Lemma 6.1, W = TqS. Now if the radical is not transverse it would then lie in Wq. But this contradicts the first part of Proposition 4. Now we may apply the Gram-Schmidt algorithm to orthogonality and smoothly split the tangent bundle TN as W © W± , where W © Wx= TS © Rad over S.
Since this splitting is preserved under parallel transport along every curve transverse to the singular locus, it must be preserved along curves which lie entirely in one component oí N -S. Now, it is classical that W must then be involutive on N -S. Hence, by smoothness it is involutive on all of N. Now let Pt, R, i = 1,..., n -1, be a local coordinate frame at p adapted to the splitting. Then U(Pj, R, R) = 0 and Proposition 6 implies that VRP3 and VPR extend smoothly to a neighborhood of p. By the invariance of the splitting we have VRP3 e W and vPR e R. Thus, 0 = [Pj, R] = VpR + VRPj, hence vPR = 0 = VRP3 on a neighborhood of p. It follows that R(P¡, Pj) = 0. Similarly/ P¡(R, R) = 0 and we are finished.
We apply the above result to characterize flat metric singularities. Theorem 9. Given (N, ( »rh S(r, s) such that (a) the curvature tensor vanishes on N -S, (b) TS is the degenerate subbundle of the conformai structure II, (c) the curvature tensor for S in its induced metric connection vanishes. Then (N,( )) is locally isometric to the product of a fiat (r,s) metric with a one-dimensional metric singularity.
Proof. Via (b) it is clear that the radical is transverse and, hence, that S in its induced metric is nonsingular. Let i*) e K°°(S), i = 1,...,n -1, be such that sVFFj = 0 for i, j = 1,...,n -1 and let E¡, X e Vpx(N) be a local coordinate frame at p such that E¡ = F¡ over 5. Now with (b) and Theorem 7 we may construct p. g VX(N) such that P, = E, over S and NVXP, = 0, i = 1,...,«-1, on a neighborhood of p. Therefore, on JV -S we have 0 = K(X, E¡)Pj = VXVE¡P¡ and hence by Proposition 6, ll(X,vEj, Pj, R) = 0. By (b) we must have VEPj e TS over S. The naturalness of dual connections with respect to submanifolds implies VEPj = sVEPj =sVFFj = 0 over S. Thus, we must have VEPj = 0 on a neighborhood of marek kossowski p in N since the £" X from a local frame 00P¡i ) = 0 on a neighborhood of p. Now let W be the span of the P¡, i = 1,..., n -1, and apply Theorem 8.
Examples. Let (F, ( )) be a 3-dimensional real vector space with bi-invariant (2,1) metric. We will illustrate some of our results with hypersurfaces of (V, ( )) which inherit transverse metric singularities. Let xeFbe such that (x, x) = -1. Choose W c V, a 2-dimensional subspace which contains x, and let y g W be of unit length and orthogonal to x. Rf V -> K will denote the 1-parameter group of orientation preserving isometries which fix x; and Ttu: V -> V will denote the 1-parameter group of translations in the direction u G V. Now let v. (-1,1 
